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Welcome

Here's to the fabulous!

WHO WE ARE:
Focus on fabulous magazine is designed to encourage, empower,
educate and inspire women through stories, accolades, triumphs
and challenges. Women often present themselves by who they
are... in business or as someone's mother, daughter, wife, sister,
etc. This is their chance to toot their horn, to shine. This is their
tribute. This magazine is an opportunity to share an obstacle
overcome, a triumph defeated, a magical moment etc.

WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO:
At Focus on Fabulous magazine we believe that our days are
plummeted enough with what is negative and ugly in the world. We
also believe there truly is plenty of beauty that surrounds us if we
merely take notice and focus. As well, we believe that every day is a
gift and we all (despite what may) have loveliness that needs to be
shared (in some way, form or fashion). In fact, it is through the
sharing in the magazine's first year that we have witnessed such
loveliness as writers have gained freedom and readers felt a
connection where once they felt alone.

HOW WE DO IT:
With no paid advertising pages but the support of business
collaborators and subscriptions it is through the pages of this
quarterly publication, its photography and print that women are
exposed to the unseen, or perhaps unnoticed beauty that surrounds
them every day.

Every woman needs to read this magazine of
empowerment!
FoF Magazine is a magazine for women written by women. It has
inspiring articles and beautiful photography to lift women up and
inspire them to be all that they can be.
I'm looking forward to the Winter issue.
I can't believe my eyes. This is all about women ranging in ages and
lifestyles. The articles are so interesting I couldn't put it down until I
read every page.
Beauty and brains Focus on Fabulous has it all. A magazine by
women for women you will not be disappointed!
Well written and inspiring with incredible photography!
The women featured are AMAZING human beings making a
difference in this world. You will enjoy reading about them and
want to BE them, not the least of them is Michelle herself.
The articles are creative and serious at the same time; making
it hard for me to put down.
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